
Transformers Cloud: Raid 
 

Hot Rodimus, who until a while ago was gathering surplus energy in the first sector of the 24BW 

universe, finally returned to the Autobot Directorate of Operations. 

 

"Phew! That‟s everything I had to do in the first sector of the 24BW universe out of the way!" 

 

There was a slight over-appeal in the loud voice of the young Transformer as he announced his 

return. His crimson body and chest sported prideful flame designs. Not only was his appearance 

flashy, but he was also known to be the most reckless person in Metropolis. That‟s why he was 

called Hot Rodimus. The young Autobot warrior, having returned from the first sector of the 

24BW universe, sat down at his desk and, observing everyone in the Directorate of Operations, 

took a deep breath. Since it had taken Hot Rodimus a fair amount of time to gather surplus 

energy, a feeling of fatigue was oozing out from him. 

 

"Hot Rodimus, it looks as though you were working hard gathering surplus energy in the first 

sector of the 24BW universe. But you took a long amount of time doing so. What happened out 

there?" 

 

Although Optimus understood how tired Hot Rodimus was, his words lacked a degree of 

appreciation as he demanded a report on the delay in gathering energy. 

 

"Well, at first things were going smoothly in the gathering-surplus-energy business, but in the 

midst of it all a disturbance in time and space suddenly occurred. But don‟t worry, Sir. Somehow 

that disturbance was suppressed almost as quickly as it started." 

 

Hot Rodimus stretched his body greatly and began to perform light stretches. 

 

"But, you must agree that constantly racing against time to collect surplus energy and stabilizing 

the Cloud world isn‟t that easy, Sir." 

 

Optimus, laughing, replied to Hot Rodimus: 

 

"You‟re right. But we need that huge amount of energy in order to maintain "SARA". If our 

constant supplies of energy begin to dry up, it would significantly impact not just our world, but 

all the worlds in time and space. That‟s why it is essential for all of us to gather that surplus 

energy." 

 

Suddenly, a terrible explosion and the ground heaving disturbed their conversation, and a noisy 

alarm resonated across the entire Autobot Headquarters. 

 

"Uh!" 

 



As he gazed across the countless monitors, Optimus demanded a report from the Autobots. 

 

"What? What‟s the emergency?!" 

 

Ratchet, who was in the Directorate of Operations, responded: 

 

"Optimus, Sir! The gates to the third district have been destroyed! Its urban areas are under 

attack!" 

"W…What!?" 

 

For many years, Metropolis had enjoyed peace and stability, so it came as a shock to Optimus 

when he heard about such acts of vandalism. 

 

"Ratchet! I want a full report on the third district! Give me the damage situation!" 

"I‟m gathering information now! Please wait a moment." 

 

Ratchet‟s fingers were already running over the console since he appropriately knew what 

Optimus wanted him to do. 

 

"Optimus, Sir! I‟ve found more information. The gates to the third district suddenly came under 

fire from an aerial bombing raid, and unknown intruders have been confirmed in more than one 

city!!" he confirmed to Optimus. 

 

"W…What? And I assume these attacks from the intruders are not accidents!? What‟s the 

damage situation in the third district?" 

 

Ratchet‟s forehead creased in the middle and he bited his lips as he responded to Optimus in a 

worried voice: 

 

"The third district…. is in a devastated state…" 

 

Optimus was so shocked he thought he‟d would have to break down in tears. But his logic 

circuits continued to function normally without stopping. 

 

"D…Devastated…. Confirm the identities of these intruders, and hurry!!" 

 

Hot Rodimus, who had remained silent as per Optimus‟ instructions until now, flung his fist 

against the wall in anger! 

 

"Damn!" 

 

As Hot Rodimus swore, Ratchet began his followup report on the intruders. 

 



"The surveillance cameras have identified the intruders! I‟ll put the footage up on the monitor!!" 

 

A certain Transformer was projected onto the Directorate of Operations‟ main monitor, his face 

seemingly sporting a mocking grin. 

 

"I know that face … it‟s Starscream! I should‟ve known he was a part of this!!" 

 

Starscream continued to destroy the town in an act of violence befitting the Transformer‟s name. 

Ratchet continued to observe the dreadful events unfold on the monitor, with an expression on 

his face that was lost for words. 

 

"That‟s Starscream…?" 

"W…Why is he here? He is supposed to be in the Underground world…" muttered Optimus as 

he slammed both of his hands down onto the desk and lowered his head. He had a good idea as 

to who the ringleader behind it all was. After looking at the footage of the city being attacked, 

Optimus called everyone together and asked them to roll out with him, all except Hot Rodimus. 

 

"Hey, at this rate, you‟re going to need the help of all of us in stopping this plot. Optimus, let me 

go with you and stop them!!" 

 

Hot Rodimus‟ conversation was once again interrupted by the resounding sirens. Ratchet stood 

up, alarmed, and started to check everything that was going on in all of the districts. 

 

"There…there‟s a new intruder in the seventh district!!" 

 

Optimus raised his head and looked at the screen again. 

 

"W…What!? What is it this time….!?" 

 

Ratchet began to report on the situation in the seventh district to Optimus: 

 

"Currently, Brawn was patrolling the urban areas, but he was ambushed, and the number of 

enemies are increasing so rapidly it‟s getting hard for him to pull out safely!" 

 

Just as Optimus was about to give further instructions, more and more sirens started to resonate. 

 

"This time, the sixth, eighth, and thirteenth districts have been attacked!!" 

 

Optimus thought about the situation in battle, how other districts were being attacked 

sequentially, and how to calmly deal with the real nature of the enemy. 

 

"Rats! What are they playing at!?" spurted Hot Rodimus as he kicked a chair across the room and 

looked up at the monitor in a fit of anger. 



 

"Settle down, Hot Rodimus! I‟ve just worked out a strategy that will closely deal with the attacks 

that are taking place right now. I need to take command and properly disperse all of our forces." 

 

As Optimus pacified Hot Rodimus, he had remembered the identity of the Transformer who had 

been banished to the Underground world in the past. Optimus declared: 

 

"Even if we are in a situation where we need to panic, we are also in a situation where we can 

help, and we can do that by separating the troops and fighting back!!!" 

 

Optimus gave instructions to Ratchet: 

 

"Ratchet! Establish communication links with the Autobot warriors positioned in each district as 

soon as possible, tell them that they need to defend each district that is under attack and repulse 

the intruders before it‟s too late!" 

"Sure thing, Optimus, Sir!" 

 

Optimus gave more instructions out to Hot Rodimus, who was still watching everything on the 

monitor irritably. 

 

"C‟mon, Hot Rodimus, don‟t forget that this district of Metropolis will soon be under attack from 

the intruders too, so I need you to protect it from them!" 

 

Hearing Optimus‟ words, a sense of expectation formed within the young soldier. 

 

"OK, Sir. Wait for me, guys! I‟m coming!!" 

 

With a change of emotion, Hot Rodimus, forgetting how tired he was a few moments ago, 

transformed into a futuristic-looking car with fins protruding from each side of its back and left 

the Directorate of Operations. As Optimus watched his form disappear from view, he gave 

instructions to the Autobots that were left to go to the districts that were still under attack. He 

began tuning his weaponry so that he could participate in the battle himself. Suddenly, a silvery 

tank appeared on the monitor, catching the sight of Optimus. 

 

"Ratchet, bring up details on everything going on in the thirteenth district to the main monitor." 

"Already on it, Optimus, Sir." 

 

The footage showed a silver armour tank, with a huge silvery gun barrel, destroying the area all 

by itself. 

 

"That huge tank…?" 

 



Optimus felt a strong aura emanating from the sight of the tank. Ratchet sensed a great deal of 

alarm in Optimus‟ expression. 

 

"Ratchet, the individual energy signatures of those who have been banished from Metropolis 

should have been recorded and registered as criminals! I need you to bring up the one of Political 

Prisoner X-86 from the memory banks." 

"Well noted, Sir!" 

 

Ratchet searched for information on “Political Prisoner X-86” from the enormous archive of 

data. 

 

"Here it is, Optimus, Sir. I‟ve found information on „Political Prisoner X-86‟. Displaying now!!" 

 

The nature and ability levels of “Political Prisoner X-86“„s energy signature were projected onto 

the screen, along with every information on him, including the types of weapons under his 

possession. 

 

"Now, match the individual recognition data on X-86 with that tank on the monitor. There‟s only 

one person on this planet who has a mode like that…" 

 

What Ratchet found made Optimus roar greatly with anger. 

 

"I knew you hadn‟t changed since the last time we met, „Political Prisoner X-86‟! Only you 

could have been the one who gathered those scoundrels of the Underground city!!" 

 

Optimus picked up his favourite gun and left the Directorate of Operations. 

 

"The time of waiting is over, „Political Prisoner X-86‟, or should I say MEGATRON!! I fight not 

only to protect the inhabitants of Cloud world and this universe, but ALL those living in space-

time!! I‟ll show you once again that you cannot dominate our hearts with JUST violence and fear 

alone!!” 


